


Idea Concept
A new Tile inlet to the market like nobody has seen before. Before Green Leach there were

above ground inlets that were bulky and got in the way of most land owners. Currently during

harvest season a lot of tile inlets get ripped out of the ground by combines or other pieces of

equipment. Never worry about that happening again. The Green leach utilizes a new concept by

being completely under the ground, as well as the natural ecosystem as a water filter. The Green

Leach is a Polyethylene plastic, dyed green and put into a mold. Once pulled from the mold, the

holes are drilled out so the water can flow to the tile inlet. Once the old inlet is removed from the

ground, the installation for the new Green Leach begins.

Executive Summary
Concept description

The green Leach is a newly designed water inlet that is 100% underground and maintenance free.

This new design helps farmers not break, or deal with hassle in fields with the above ground old

system. The new system allows farmers to plant and not worry about the inlets underground

compared to driving around the above ground inlets. As well, the new design has a natural filter

system so your runoff water will be cleaner and better for the environment compared to above

ground systems. Currently we have about 5 farms in southeast Iowa with Green Leach already

installed in their inlet water system.

Opportunity

The opportunity that green leach could have, would be enormous. Farmers spent $1,000+ to tile

and put water inlets in their field. With our underground water inlets, farmers would save

$50-$70 dollars every time they run over and ruin an above ground inlet. The current size of the



market is huge. There are roughly 2 million agricultural farms just in the United States. Meaning

there is a huge need for the benefits we can offer. Meaning that even if we only did business with

a quarter of the market we would still be selling to 500,000 farms in the U.S.

Solution

With such a broad market Green Leach plans on getting a large third party to manage our

marketing section to get our product nationwide in the United States. If we wanted to make the

target market the midwest it would be easier and we could manage ourselves. Green leach is

currently marketing using word of mouth from farmer to farmer who have already installed

Green Leach. With some farmers being hesitant to try our products we have a few solutions to

work on that. We have experience in agriculture and have implemented Green Leach on our own

farm land. We also can install green leach into old existing Inlet water systems, for additional

costs. We would have a meeting with our customers about how much land we are doing and also

how many existing water inlets are in the ground currently. Our team after the meeting will set

up satellite pictures and layout where all the inlets will be at. Lastly we will ensure that the

farmers and customers know that we are here to support them.

Value Proposition

In the agriculture  industry, the Green Leach is the only tile inlet source that is completely buried

underground. We are making changes to modernize agriculture and to benefit the industry. When

we meet with customers, we go through budgets and make sure all parties are on the same page.

We strive to minimize problems so that nobody is wasting each other's time. Our custom service

is what we want to strive for.

Competitive advantage



The biggest water inlet system on the market is Hickenbottom inlets. They will be our biggest

competition. The only upside to that is our product is completely different to theirs. They only

sell above ground systems and ours are the complete opposite of their business. So with that

being said we are hoping to become the biggest inlet water source after a couple years in the

market.

Entrepreneurial team

For Green leach to be successful we need to have around 8 to10 employees. 4 of which will be

specialized in installation and equipment operations. Then the next 2 will be in charge of the

plastic molding and manufacturing of the inlet system. Lastly The last 4 groups of people will be

managing the company. One will be the company manager, one will be in charge of customer

service and planning meetings to meet with farmers/ customers. And the rest will be managers

and dealing with finances. This team would be highly qualified and would need to meet high

expectations of our company.

Financial highlights

Financial investments will need to be made to afford the startup of the company. We will need to

buy equipment, trucks, warehouse, payroll etc. For the reality of the concept it might be a hefty

investment. More research will have to be done to estimate how long it will be until we make an

exceeding profit.

Consumer Problem



Business concept
When looking at a target market and who the “ideal” customer is, can be a difficult challenge.

We want to change the game for agriculture. For Green Leach we hypothetically want our target

market to be all farmers/ land owners. But we are pushing towards more crop farmers. There are

roughly 2 million farms in the US currently. If I can reach a quarter of the market we would have

8 million farms. 8 million farms that have multiple tile inlets in them, so some fields will have

more inlets because it has more water runoff and some will have less because the soil has a better

water consumption. The one thing that will be hard for us is to get our product out in the

industry. The Agriculture industry is huge and it will be hard to get farmers to turn their heads

towards a new product because they are sticklers to their old ways. One thing that is good about

these old farmers is cheap marketing. Old farmers love to just talk about stuff and if we can make

a good relationship with them hopefully they will recommend our product to a family member or

friend.

Customer Persona

John Jones (He/Him/His)

Personal Background

The target customer we are looking at are 30-70 year old male farmers in the United
States (for now), According to USDA in 2017 the average age of farmers are 57.5 years
old. We are looking more into farmers who already have tile or who are farming majority
Crops. Here in the United States we have just over 2 million farms, with the total land in
farms, at 897,400,000 acres.

Lifestyle

● Wake up as early at 6am every morning
● Owns about 900 acres



● Rents 500 acres
● Actively working on equipment
● Does daily chores
● Manages all acres
● Manages finances

Demographic

● Male
● Married
● 2 kids in college
● Grew up on a farm
● Lives in southern Minnesota

Pain Points

● Limited time throughout the day
● All ways in and out of buildings or equipment
● Getting to old
● Tired of fixing things

Background

● 4 year degree from University of Minnesota CFANS
● Grew up on crop farm
● Used to work for a Plumbing company (now only farms)
● Hopeful to have both sons take over after college

Spending Habits

● Carhartt
● Snap-On
● John Deere
● Fleet farm
● Local co-ops
● Local coffee





Product Problem

Traditional above ground water inlets that have been used in the future have a few

problems with them. First one is that they are brittle from being out in the elements. This

issue causes them to break really easily, which can be a pain in the butt to replace. The

other problem that these above ground inlets have is that they are bulky and get in the

way of most big equipment, causing you to run it over or taking an extra 5 minutes to

maneuver around. When you run over an inlet or it breaks, the replacement process can

be pretty tricky.  When operating machines in the field you don't think you are going to

encounter an inlet on your pass so you never care to bring extra ones. Most of the time

you just keep going with whatever task you are on and then you fix it later. So after you

break one you have to go back into the field and find the one inlet you broke. You grab

the inlet and take it to your local tractor supply or Co-op to find a replacement in hopes

that they have them in stock. Then you have to go back out to the field and put it back in

which is not always the easiest thing to do. This process takes a ton of time to do which

most people do not have time for and can set you back up to a few hours. When you

have the Green Leach installed all of those worries go away. No more wasting precious

time on pieces of plastic which will end up broken again. Green Leach is strong enough

to hold up tractors and combines without breaking underground. You will never have to

replace the old above ground system again.





Feature and Benefits
Feature

1. Linear Low Density Polyethylene

2. Cut out holes

3. Cone shaped nose design

4. Rigid side wall

5. 4” base diameter

6. River Rock

Benefits

1. Polyethylene is a highly durable material that provides exceptional engineering

characteristics in applications where ease of cleaning, stability, impact, wear, UV

and weather resistance is desirable.

2. Holes cut out, around the side to let water run from the ground into the pipe

3. Specialty designed nose to ensure water runs around the pipe

4. Side wall designed to not let clumps of dirt inside and only water through

5. Diameter made to easily install by inserting base into existing tile system

6. Natural river rock placed around the inlet to help with compaction and



Market Problem
The current market segment that Green leach is aimed at is the huge industry of

agriculture. This market is specific to farmers and landowners looking for a change in

the way waterways and tile are used to benefit the crops. This market is competitive and

holds a lot of potential to the future of farming as the government regulates almost

everything. In Agriculture and farming, everything is designed to help the farmer be as

efficient as possible and to be user friendly. Here at green leach we are looking to make

that happen. Unfortunately the industry we are in is getting smaller and smaller as

family farms are being pushed out and bigger corporate farms are buying out the little

ones. Fortunately there are farms scattered all across the midwest and around the

United States. Here at Green leach we are looking to push our products in the midwest

to initially start the company and then as we grow we want to expand across the U.S.

and then we can look at going into other countries. Our biggest problem currently is to

get our product and name out to the public so they know who we are and what we are

trying to accomplish.

Of course there will still be some people who don't like the idea of making modern

agriculture. So there will always be competitors like Hickenbottom there trying to

compete. But with Green Leach being so much more advanced it will be hard for them

to compete with our brand once we have reached our target consumers. simply our

product being underground out of the way is just more economical and efficient than the

old school tile inlets being above ground. The ability to just drive right over the tile and

not even have to think about looking for a big orange tile in the ground is superior. With



Hickenbottom keeping having roughly the same prices as Green Leach we can predict

customers would rather buy Green Leach one time than having to buy multiple of the

competitors when they break. Green Leach provides a farmer with more confidence and

less worry.

In the farming industry there are roughly 2 million farms in the us. Just in the midwest

there are over 200 million acres which seems crazy but compared to the whole United

States there is over 915 million acres. We are making our target for the company to sell

to one fourth of that giant market for the midwest to start. Which would lead us to be

selling roughly 50 million acres depending on how much land the farmer owns and how

much of their land already has drain tile or how much they are looking to put tile in. The

adoption process will not be hard for people to adapt to. THe green leach sits

underground and you can forget about it and not worry about it. The only “getting use

to” step that people will have to go through will be that they are basically not there for

the eye to see. We would like to show people how our product works and how they

install it with an event where potential customers come out to a local farm and get to

see how the whole company works with installation and as well as getting to see

everything first hand.







Idea Concept:

A new Tile inlet to the market like nobody has seen before. Before Green Leach there were

above ground inlets that were bulky and got in the way of most land owners. Currently during

harvest season a lot of tile inlets get ripped out of the ground by combines or other pieces of

equipment. Never worry about that happening again. The Green leach utilizes a new concept by

being completely under the ground, as well as the natural ecosystem as a water filter. The Green

Leach is a Polyethylene plastic, dyed green and put into a mold. Once pulled from the mold, the

holes are drilled out so the water can flow to the tile inlet. Once the old inlet is removed from the

ground, the installation for the new Green Leach begins.

Business concept

When looking at a target market and who the “ideal” customer is, can be a difficult challenge.

We want to change the game for agriculture. For Green Leach we hypothetically want our target

market to be all farmers/ land owners. But we are pushing towards more crop farmers. There are

roughly 2 million farms in the US currently. If I can reach into a quarter of the market we would

have 8 million farms. 8 million farms that have multiple tile inlets in them, so some fields will

have more inlets because it has more water runoff and some will have less because the soil has a

better water consumption. The one thing that will be hard for us is to get our product out in the

industry. The Agriculture industry is huge and it will be hard to get farmers to turn their heads

towards a new product because they are sticklers to their old ways. One thing that is good about

these old farmers is cheap marketing. Old farmers love to just talk about stuff and if we can make

a good relationship with them hopefully they will recommend our product to a family member or

friend.



5 laws

Over benefit- For our customers they will receive the Green Leach inlets and installation if

chosen. Each inlet is drilled to specific specs to make sure everything does what it sould.

RTB- Farmers should trust us because without the Green leacht you never know how well

traditional inlets work or filter water out.

Dramatic difference- The biggest difference farmers will notice is the fact that you can

completely forget about the inlets in the ground and drive right over top without knowing.

Adoption hurdles- The biggest hurdle is going to be getting farmers to change their traditional

ways and go to something that is industry changing.

Social Sufficiency- Here we will always strive to be driven to change the ways of agriculture and

modernize to advance and help farmers.

Operations/ commercialization problem

To get Green leach started from an Idea, to a profitable company in the market there are

a few steps we will have to figure out before we launch. One problem is the

manufacturing of plastic and molding it into the inlets. There is one of two ways we

solve this problem. One would be to send a sample to an existing plastic factory and

have them make all of our orders, and they get a % of the sale. Option number 2 would

be to have our own in house plastic manufacturer. This option would be pretty

expensive to start off with, meaning it would put us back in profits until the company



really takes off. My personal hypothesis would be that we could be more successful if

we started with a partner manufacturer, and then once we establish our company and

settle in, we can then decide if we can afford to build our own plastic factory.

Resource Problem

From my research and one on one questions we have found that there is a lot of worry with the
concept being underground. Questions that have come up are “how long will they last
underground?” “Do they freeze up in the winter?” and “Can you drive a tractor over them?” Even
though we have had the product in research for a bit of time there are still questions we do not
know officially. With a super durable plastic like we are using, We have had 0 problems with
products breaking from the elements. We do know that the Green leach does not freeze in the
ground, as well as you can definitely drive tractor combines or any other big equipment over the
top.

Recommendations

Here at Green Leach we strongly believe that we can make this business successful and that
we should pursue our goal of making one million dollars. The biggest problem we potentially
have is production of the product but like we stated earlier we have ideas on how to make it
possible. Other recommendations we have been thinking about is doing the installation for
adicional cost. This would include the excavation, the installation and the finishing work. With
that we would need a team of labor workers and machine operators. Which would need
financing to find the cost of all that equipment, and man power. But could be worth it depending
if customers like to do it themselves or if they just want the job done.



Persona #2

Berry Stevenson (He/Him/His)

Personal Background

Lifestyle

● Wake up as early at 6am every morning for first job
● Owns real estate company
● Owns about 1,100 acres
● Has hired help for farm
● Works from home
● Manages all acres for farm
● Manages finances for real estate

Demographic

● Male
● 35 years old
● Married
● 2 kids in middle school
● Grew up on a farm
● Wants to teach kids work ethic
● Lives in Richland Iowa

Pain Points

● Limited time throughout the day, busy with job
● Only works on farm for spring and fall (planing and harvesting)
● Children not helping on farm
● Doesn't like paying for damages

Background

● 4 year degree from University of Iowa
● Grew up on a farm
● Passionate about selling homes/ land

Spending Habits

● Paychecks for hired help
● Beer / Busch Light
● John Deere



The 6 C’s Model
1. Circumstance: The consumer circumstances are that the Farmers want a

reliable way to have their tile inlets in the ground.  They care that they do not
break or wear out from everyday use. They do not want to spend $80+ on
replacing inlets. THey want something that will modernize their farms. Green
Leach is one of the best products to make all this happen.

2. Context: Having reliable equipment and making sure the farm is running is a big
task. If Green Leach is not used, who knows what is happening to the runoff
water in the field.

3. Constraints: BIggest constraint that Green Leach faces is the minimal research
we have since this is a new product.

4. Compensating Behaviors:Farmers are looking to advance their farms. The
Green Leach will give the consumers the competitive edge for their fields.
Convenience is very important to agricultural consumers.

5. Criteria: The Green Leach is 100% underground and has a lifetime warranty.
Meaning you buy it once and if you are not satisfied you can reach out and get a
replacement.

6. Consequence: Without Green Leach there is no guarantee that your standard
inlets will hold up to the heavy duty use of a farm.


